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Abstract

Large language models respond well in high-
resource languages like English but struggle
in low-resource languages. It may arise from
the lack of high-quality instruction following
data in these languages. Directly translating
English samples into these languages can be
a solution but unreliable, leading to responses
with translation errors and lacking language-
specific or cultural knowledge. To address
this issue, we propose a novel method to con-
struct cross-lingual instruction following sam-
ples with instruction in English and response in
low-resource languages. Specifically, the lan-
guage model first learns to generate appropriate
English instructions according to the natural
web texts in other languages as responses. The
candidate cross-lingual instruction tuning sam-
ples are further refined and diversified. We have
employed this method to build a large-scale
cross-lingual instruction tuning dataset on 10
languages, namely X-Instruction. The instruc-
tion data built using our method incorporate
more language-specific knowledge compared
with the naive translation method. Experimen-
tal results have shown that the response quality
of the model tuned on X-Instruction greatly
exceeds the model distilled from a powerful
teacher model, reaching or even surpassing the
ones of ChatGPT. In addition, we find that mod-
els tuned on cross-lingual instruction following
samples can follow the instruction in the output
language without further tuning. 1

1 Introduction

Large language models illustrate a series of remark-
able abilities, e.g., generating better response and
zero-shot task generalization, after tuning on in-
struction following samples (Ouyang et al., 2022a;
Wei et al., 2022; Mishra et al., 2022). However,

†These authors contributed equally to this work.
*Corresponding author.
1Our code and data are available at https://github.com/

ZNLP/X-Instruction

English Instruction:

(Alpaca-10011) 
Come up with a word that rhymes with ‘fine’.

English Output: 

(Alpaca-10011) 

One word that rhymes with ‘fine’ is ‘mine’.

( : ‘fine’ and ‘mine’ sound similar in English.)

Urdu Instruction: ھتا ہوکے ساتھ قافیہ رک' ٹھیک'ایسے لفظ کے ساتھ آئیں جو 

Urdu Output:
ہے۔' میرا'کے ساتھ ملتا ہے ' ٹھیک'ایک لفظ جو 

( (.sound different in Urdu ’میرا‘ and ’ٹھیک‘:

Translate

(a) Instruction sample translated from English.

English Instruction: 
Come up with a word pronounced with ‘city’. 
Answer in Urdu. 

Urdu Corpus: 
کا تلفظ ایک جیسا ہے۔' شہد'اور ' شہر'   

('City' and 'honey' are pronounced the same.) 

Generate 

(b) Cross-lingual instruction sample excavated.

Figure 1: (a) The instruction sample translated from
English ignores the language-specific knowledge that
“fine” and “mine” sound different in Urdu. (b) The
cross-lingual instruction tuning sample generated by
our method contains language-specific knowledge from
the native corpus.

the responses in low-resource languages, which are
prone to contain unsafe content (Yong et al., 2023)
and ignore cultural nuances (Liu et al., 2023a), are
inferior to the ones in high-resource languages.
In addition to the limited pre-training corpus in
these languages, it may come from the lack of high-
quality instruction following data.

Distillation from the teacher model or manual
annotation are common methods to obtain high-
quality instructions. The former cannot be ap-
plied to low-resource languages since the teacher
model may respond poorly in these languages.
Considering the high requirements, including cre-
ative thinking and professional knowledge, to write
instruction-following samples, it is hard to find
suitable annotators that excel in low-resource lan-
guages. Translating English instruction tuning sam-
ples into the target language is also unreliable,
which will introduce translation errors, especially
in the samples with codes, and overlook the cul-
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tural nuances between languages. As shown in
Figure 1(a), the Urdu sample translated is wrong
due to the pronunciation nuance between English
and Urdu. Therefore, aligning language models
in low-resource languages remains a significant
challenge.

In the preliminary experiment, we found that
LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023a,b) can understand
unseen low-resource language instructions quite
well through responding in English, when tuned
with limited instruction-following samples, but it
performs much worse when replying in its own
language (Table 1).

Based on the observation, we first adopt the
cross-lingual instruction following format like Fig-
ure 1(b), in which the languages of instructions
and responses are not the same, to exploit the un-
derstanding ability rapidly learned in low-resource
languages and better generation performance in En-
glish. We further propose an automatic pipeline to
excavate and refine cross-lingual instruction tun-
ing data from the unsupervised multilingual cor-
pus, which contains language-specific knowledge
and native expressions. Specifically, the model
first learns from seed data to generate appropriate
English instructions for the given texts in other
languages, which compose candidate cross-lingual
instruction following samples. The candidate sam-
ples are refined in an iterative manner. In each
iteration, an evaluator is trained through a synthetic
rating dataset and finds better cross-lingual sam-
ples, which are exploited to improve the evaluator
in the next iteration. Thus, the quality of samples
found is improved with the stronger evaluator. The
final cross-lingual instruction tuning dataset is sam-
pled from the different clusters of the remaining
data after k-th iteration to increase the diversity.

We conducted experiments on 10 languages,
which include 5 medium-resource languages and 5
low-resource languages2, and generated 320k high-
quality cross-lingual instruction tuning samples.
On four instruction-following evaluation bench-
marks, the response quality of the base model tun-
ing on our data can surpass those generated from
translation and distillation baseline models, and
even exceed the ones of ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022)
in these languages. In addition, we find that cross-
lingual instruction tuning models can follow the
instruction in the language of output without fur-

2We follow the language category used in Lin et al. (2022)
sorted by the data ratios in the CC100 corpus (Conneau et al.,
2020; Wenzek et al., 2020).

sw → sw sw → en ur → ur ur → en

GPT-4 Score 2.04 5.50 1.35 7.10(0-10)

Table 1: The average quality of 644 responses from
LLaMA-2-7B tuning on 3k instruction following sam-
ples, where "sw→en" denotes using 3k cross-lingual
samples with Swahili instruction and English output.
Given limited data in an unseen language, the language
model can understand while struggling to generate it.

ther tuning and maintain 90.6% response quality.
To sum up, our contributions are as follows:

• We propose an automatic pipeline to excavate
cross-lingual instruction-tuning samples with
language-specific knowledge.

• We have built and will release a high-quality
cross-lingual instruction-tuning dataset for
10 languages, including 5 low-resource lan-
guages. Experimental results demonstrate that
models tuning on it can generate better re-
sponses in low-resource languages.

• We find that cross-lingual instruction tuning
models obtain a zero-shot instruction follow-
ing ability in the output language.

2 Related Works

Our work is related to multilingual instruction gen-
eration and tuning, which will be briefly introduced
below.

Instruction Generation Large language models
obtain instruction following and better zero-shot
task generalization ability after tuning on diverse
instruction following samples (Wei et al., 2022;
Mishra et al., 2022; Chung et al., 2022). The key
challenge is how to build high-quality instruction
following samples that have a great influence on
the performance of the model after tuning. Dis-
tilling from more powerful models (Wang et al.,
2023; Taori et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023) and hu-
man labeling (Köpf et al., 2023; Zhou et al., 2023)
are main methods to generate high-quality instruc-
tion following samples. Our work is more similar
to the self-align methods (Bai et al., 2022; Sun
et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023c), which show promis-
ing results by iteratively self-generating and filter-
ing instructions without strong models and a lot
of manual annotation. However, it cannot be ap-
plied to the condition when language models are



unable to generate high-quality instructions in un-
seen languages. In contrast, our method avoids the
weakness in the low-resource language generation
and exploits superior generation ability in English.

Multilingual Instruction Tuning After tuning
on large-scale multilingual instruction following
samples translated from English, large language
models show better zero-shot multilingual perfor-
mance and language generalization results (Muen-
nighoff et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023a). On the other
hand, Li et al. (2023b) translate 67k instructions
only and distill language-specific outputs from
ChatGPT, which shows better responses and multi-
lingual abilities than the ones tuning on translated
samples.

Different from distilling language-specific out-
puts from more powerful models, our method at-
tempts to excavate high-quality samples from the
neural multilingual corpus and is applicable to lan-
guages that are not supported by teacher models.

3 Method

As shown in Figure 2, we design a three-step
pipeline to automatically excavate high-quality
cross-lingual instruction following samples from
multilingual web corpora: 1) The base language
model is fine-tuned to generate candidate English
instructions given multilingual corpus (Section 3.2).
2) Samples with inappropriate cross-lingual instruc-
tion and output are discarded to improve the quality
of the dataset (Section 3.3). 3) We diversify the
cross-lingual instruction data by sampling from the
multiple clusters of the English instruction embed-
ding (Section 3.4).

3.1 X-Instruction Definition

The instruction following sample consists of an
instruction i, an optional input x, and an output
y in the same language. Considering the vague
boundary between instruction and input, the input
x is ignored in this work for simplicity. We de-
fine the Cross-lingual Instruction (X-Instruction)
sample (ia, yb) that the language a of instruction
is different from the one of output (b). Taking the
cross-lingual instruction sample in Figure 1(b) as
an example, the language of instruction is English,
while the language of output is Urdu.

3.2 X-Instruction Generation

To exploit the better generation performance in
high-resource languages like English, we generate

English instructions for a corpus in other languages.
Specifically, given seed cross-lingual instruction
samples D0 = {(ihj , ylj)}

ns
j=1, where the h and l de-

note the high- and low-resource languages respec-
tively, the language model is fine-tuned to generate
the instruction ihj given the response ylj as input.
Then, we use it to generate candidate cross-lingual
instructions for the multilingual corpus, basing the
assumption that some texts among the corpus are
good responses in X-Instruction samples.

3.3 X-Instruction Refinement

After generating cross-lingual instruction samples,
it is important to find and discard the inappropri-
ate ones due to the quality of instruction follow-
ing samples having a great influence on the perfor-
mance of model aligned (Chen et al., 2023; Zhou
et al., 2023). To achieve this, we design an iterative
method named “X-Instruction Refinement”, which
is shown in Figure 2(II).

In the k-th iteration, we first synthesize a pseudo-
rating dataset Dr

k = {(ihj , ŷj , sj)}
nr
j=1 from a part

of seed data Dr
0, where Dr

0 ⊂ D0, to train the
evaluator that outputs three-level ratings. Given
the instruction ihj , the best response (sj = 2) is
the vanilla output ylj , while the worst one (sj = 0)
is selected from the mismatched output ylm (m ̸=
j). The reasonable but flawed output (sj = 1) is
chosen from the modified output ŷlj with some parts
deleted or duplicated in the vanilla output ylj , or the
output of the cross-lingual instruction-following
model tuned on Dx

k−1. In the first iteration (k = 1),
the seed data Dx

0 = D0 \ Dr
0, which is not used

in the pseudo-rating dataset Dr
0, is adopted to fine-

tune the cross-lingual instruction following model.
In the subsequent iteration (k ≥2), Dx

k−1 consists
of the best cross-lingual instruction samples found
by the evaluator and Dx

0 .
As the iteration proceeds, the quality of output

from the instruction following model improves by
tuning on higher quality X-Instruction samples,
which reduces the gap between the second-level
sample and the highest one in the pseudo-rating
dataset. Thus, the trained evaluator can find bet-
ter cross-lingual instruction tuning samples. The
number of iterations is set to 3 by default, which is
investigated in Section 5.4.1.

3.4 X-Instruction Diversification

In addition to the quality, the diversity of instruc-
tion tuning samples also has a great impact on the
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Figure 2: Illustration of how to generate and refine cross-lingual instruction (X-Instruction) examples. (I) Language
models learn to generate cross-lingual instructions for multilingual texts using seed data. (II) Language models
iteratively label and refine cross-lingual instruction samples. (III) The final instruction data are sampled from
different clusters of embedding from the English instruction to increase the diversity.

performance (Wan et al., 2023). To diversify X-
Instruction samples, we first obtain the embedding
for each instruction ih using a pre-trained sentence
encoder. After applying k-means on these embed-
dings, the same amount of X-Instruction samples
are sampled from each cluster (Figure 2(III)). It
aims to diversify cross-lingual instruction exam-
ples by avoiding the dominance of samples from a
few domains in the final dataset.

4 X-Instruction Dataset

We apply the automatic pipeline to a large-scale
multilingual corpus using LLaMA-2-7B, and con-
struct a cross-lingual instruction tuning dataset with
320k samples for 10 languages, which is named X-
Instruction dataset. Codes and data will be made
public after review to advocate future research.

4.1 Seed Data

For each language, we extract the first conversa-
tion turn of message trees in the Open Assistant
dataset, and adopt the highest quality response as
the output for each sample (Köpf et al., 2023). To
construct the X-Instruction sample, the instruction
of each sample is translated into English by Google
Translate. However, there are only a few or even no
human-labeled samples for the most of languages
involved in this work. Thus, we translate the output
of 3k English samples into the target language us-
ing Google Translate to supplement the seed data
for each language. The statistics of seed data are
reported in Appendix B.1.

4.2 Unsupervised Multilingual Corpus

The multilingual corpus for each language is ex-
tracted from the CulturaX dataset (Nguyen et al.,
2023), which contains web texts in 167 languages

and is filtered from mC4 (Xue et al., 2021) and
OSCAR (Suárez et al., 2019). We only sample 1M
web texts for each language from this dataset due
to the constraint on the computation budget.

4.3 Statistics
To investigate the diversity of X-Instruction, we
parse English instructions and count the ones with
verb-noun structure using the Berkeley Neural
Parser (Kitaev and Klein, 2018; Kitaev et al., 2019).
Figure 3 illustrates the top 16 most common root
verbs and their top direct noun objects. We can find
that the great diversity of X-Instruction constructed
from web corpora. The additional information of
X-Instruction is reported in Table 2.
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Figure 3: The Statistic of the top 16 verbs (inner circle)
and their top direct nouns (outer circle) in English in-
structions from X-Instruction.

4.4 Quality
For each language, we randomly sample 200 in-
structions and corresponding texts to further evalu-



Language Instruction Length Output Length

fi 100.7±81.1 1026.9±552.8

id 101.0±86.0 1008.9±542.1

th 102.4±85.0 987.5±545.0

tr 103.7±87.5 1057.9±534.1

vi 101.0±86.0 1120.4±561.1

bn 111.9±87.2 1243.4±518.7

hi 96.6±79.9 1284.9±506.2

sw 100.0±85.3 1210.6±524.0

ta 99.0±84.8 1259.0±497.8

ur 107.6±87.4 1246.9±508.8

Table 2: Statistic of X-Instruction dataset. There are
32k cross-lingual instruction samples for each language.

ate the quality. There are two questions designed
to conduct this evaluation, and results are reported
in Table 3. It can be found that the quality of X-
Instruction is good for more than 80% of samples
are valid. The top-flows come from additional in-
formation in web text like navigation bar (11.3%),
incorrect URL and HTTP status codes (3.8%).

Quality Review Question Yes %

Does the instruction describe a valid task? 88.5
Is this web text an acceptable cross-lingual

80.7
response to the instruction?

Table 3: Data quality review for the samples of X-
Instruction dataset. The valid and invalid samples are
shown in Appendix D.1.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiments Settings
Base models LLaMA-2 models with 7B and 13B
parameters are taken as base models and fine-tuned
on cross-lingual samples in each language from
the X-Instruction dataset. Hyperparameters are
reported in Appendix A.

Baselines used in this work are:

• Alpaca-MT: We translate the vanilla Alpaca
dataset (Taori et al., 2023) into 10 languages
using Google Translate and fine-tune the same
base model for comparison.

• Bactrian-X (Li et al., 2023b): LLaMA models
are fine-tuned with 3.48M instruction tuning
samples in the Bactrian-X dataset, which con-
sists of outputs from ChatGPT in 51 languages
except English.

• Bactrian-M: We fine-tune LLaMA-2 models
using 67k monolingual instruction tuning sam-
ples in each language from the Bactrian-X

dataset. It distills the monolingual capabilities
of ChatGPT, providing a strong baseline for
our work.

• ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022) is fine-tuned
through reinforcement learning with human
feedback(Ouyang et al., 2022b) on the GPT-
3.5 model. It demonstrates remarkable mul-
tilingual capabilities across a wide range of
tasks (Asai et al., 2023). We use the “gpt-3.5-
turbo-0613” API in this work.

Datasets To confirm the effectiveness of X-
Instruction, we conduct the evaluation of open-
end generation on Vicuna (Zheng et al., 2023),
WizardLM (Xu et al., 2023), LIMA (Zhou et al.,
2023), and Koala (Geng et al., 2023) datasets,
which cover a variety of task categories. Prompts
in these datasets are translated into the 10 lan-
guages involved. A comprehensive overview of
these datasets is presented in Appendix B.2.

5.2 Evaluation Results from GPT-4

We take GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023)3 as a judge to
conduct automatic evaluation, which is found a
higher correlation with human judgements (Liu
et al., 2023b; Li et al., 2023d). Considering the ex-
cellent multilingual understanding ability of GPT-4
(OpenAI, 2023), it is reasonable and effective to
employ GPT-4 to automatically evaluate the quality
of responses in low-resource languages.

Specifically, we adopt pair-wise evaluation and
request GPT-4 to determine the better response
between responses (r1, r2) from different models
given the instruction i. In the evaluation, GPT-4
judge outputs a score, named GPT-4 score in this
work, from 0 to 10 based on their helpfulness, rele-
vance, and accuracy. The details of GPT-4 evalua-
tion prompt can be found in Appendix F.

To alleviate the position bias in the evaluation by
GPT-4 (Zheng et al., 2023), we first request GPT-4
to evaluate (r1, r2), then switch the position of r1
and r2, which is (r2, r1), in the second evaluation.
The better response is the one that wins twice or
wins once and draws once.

Table 4 reports the win rates of models against
ChatGPT on four benchmarks in three low-resource
languages. It can be found that X-Instruction ex-
hibits a significant performance advantage over
Alpaca-MT and Bactrian-X in all benchmarks. The
average improvement of X-Instruction models over

3It points to the “gpt-4-0613” API during our experiments.



Vicuna LIMA WizardLM Koala

Model bn sw ur bn sw ur bn sw ur bn sw ur Avg

Alpaca-MT7B 20.0 41.3 37.5 26.7 33.3 40.7 20.6 22.5 32.6 18.3 17.8 25.6 28.1

Bactrian-X7B 1.3 42.5 6.3 0.3 32.7 3.4 1.8 21.6 2.2 1.7 24.1 3.0 11.7

Bactrian-M7B 45.0 56.3 57.5 44.7 59.0 60.0 30.3 42.7 45.9 24.4 33.3 31.7 44.2

X-Instruction7B 61.3 60.0 60.0 61.7 67.3 77.0 33.9 51.8 56.4 37.2 37.2 56.7 55.0

Bactrian-X13B 0.0 41.3 5.0 1.7 40.3 7.0 1.4 25.2 5.5 1.2 25.3 4.0 13.2

Bactrian-M13B 48.8 58.8 56.3 56.3 55.0 57.0 34.9 46.8 49.1 32.2 31.7 36.7 47.0

X-Instruction13B 85.0 65.0 78.8 81.7 71.0 80.0 62.8 50.5 68.4 58.3 51.1 59.4 67.7

Table 4: The win rates against ChatGPT of different models in 3 low-resource languages evaluated by GPT-4.

Medium Low

fi id th tr vi bn hi sw ta ur Avg

Model W S W S W S W S W S W S W S W S W S W S W S

Alpaca-MT7B 22.8 4.8 24.5 5.4 23.5 3.0 34.6 3.3 35.6 5.1 20.5 2.5 26.8 2.1 27.5 3.1 24.8 2.3 33.9 3.3 27.5 3.5

Bactrian-X7B 14.1 2.3 19.1 2.8 0.7 0.2 18.8 1.3 4.7 0.5 1.7 0.2 1.3 0.2 27.2 2.8 0.3 0.0 4.7 0.4 9.3 1.1

Bactrian-M7B 32.9 6.2 37.2 6.7 37.6 5.4 52.0 6.7 47.7 6.4 34.2 3.7 53.4 4.8 46.3 6.1 22.1 1.9 49.0 5.2 41.2 5.3

X-Instruction7B 37.2 6.6 41.3 7.1 40.6 5.8 49.7 6.0 53.0 7.3 41.3 4.9 62.4 6.3 54.0 7.0 54.7 5.2 57.4 6.4 49.2 6.3
X-Instruction†7B 35.6 6.2 37.2 6.9 35.2 5.0 47.0 5.9 48.0 6.4 35.2 4.2 52.0 5.3 41.9 6.0 55.7 5.3 51.0 5.6 43.9 5.7

Bactrian-X13B 18.5 3.3 21.8 3.5 3.0 0.4 25.5 1.9 6.0 0.7 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.3 29.5 3.6 1.7 0.2 5.4 0.5 11.3 1.5

Bactrian-M13B 37.6 6.6 39.6 7.5 41.6 6.0 49.0 6.8 50.7 7.3 38.6 4.4 58.7 5.5 50.0 6.7 28.9 2.6 51.0 5.2 44.6 5.9

X-Instruction13B 47.0 7.5 50.3 8.2 53.0 7.6 53.7 7.0 57.0 7.8 68.8 7.4 64.4 7.1 54.4 7.1 76.8 7.6 71.1 7.5 59.7 7.5
X-Instruction†13B 42.6 7.1 44.0 7.5 43.0 6.1 53.4 6.5 54.7 7.5 58.4 6.7 65.8 6.6 49.3 6.6 67.1 6.8 57.7 6.7 53.6 6.8

Table 5: The evaluation results of different multilingual models on 10 languages from GPT-4, where “W” represents
the average win rates against ChatGPT and “S” represents the average GPT-4 score on Vicuna and WizardLM
benchmarks (refer to Appendix C.1 for detailed results). † denotes the zero-shot evaluation results, where the
X-Instruction model is prompted in the output language rather than the English prompt used in training.

Bactrian-M models, which distill outputs from
ChatGPT, reaches 15.8%. Compared with Chat-
GPT, X-Instruction13B demonstrates even better
performance with a 67.66% win rate.

Languages Generalization To evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of X-Instruction in diverse languages,
we extend experiments to ten languages, including
five medium-resource and five low-resource lan-
guages, on Vicuna and WizardLM datasets. Table 5
reports the detailed results on ten languages across
two benchmarks, which exhibit a certain level of
uniformity across ten languages. The X-Instruction
models with only 3k labeled seed data on each
language obtain the highest win rate across ten lan-
guages on average, indicating that our method can
be extended to more languages.

We further examine the generative quality by cal-
culating the average GPT-4 score for each model
from all comparison pairs, shown in Table 5. The
average generative quality of X-Instruction is the
most pronounced, achieving an average score of
6.9 in all languages. Notably, X-Instruction out-
performs Bactrian-X by a large margin (1.3) and
achieves better performance than Bactrian-M (5.6).
Although the response quality of X-Instruction13B
drops to 7.34 in five low-resource languages, the

average win rate against ChatGPT increased by
14.9% compared to the one in the other 5 medium-
resource languages. It comes from the worse per-
formance of ChatGPT in low-resource languages.

From Generation to Understanding Since X-
Instruction models only learn how to reply in low-
resource language, there is a conjecture naturally
comes to mind: Can the generation capability of
the model be generalized to its understanding ca-
pability?

To validate our conjecture, we design a zero-
shot evaluation using prompts in the output lan-
guage instead of the English prompt used in train-
ing. Table 5 shows the performance of zero-shot
generation in ten languages. Compared with the
vanilla cross-lingual generation, the win rate of
X-Instruction models under zero-shot evaluation
only drops by 5.7% on average. The average qual-
ity of responses in these languages incurs a minor
performance degradation (-0.7), which is 90.6%
of the vanilla one, indicating our model achieves
exceptional zero-shot learning ability.

Skill Distribution Figure 4 shows the detailed
performance of models given prompts in different
categories from the Vicuna dataset. As shown in
Figure 4(a) and 4(b), X-Instruction outperforms
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Figure 4: The average win rates distribution of X-Instruction13B vs. Bactrian-M13B, ChatGPT and X-Instruction†13B
on Vicuna dataset in 10 languages, where † denotes the zero-shot evaluation results.
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Figure 5: The performance of models given prompts with different difficulties on WizardLM dataset in 10 languages.
† indicates the X-Instruction model is prompted in the output language under the zero-shot evaluation.

Bactrian-M in all categories, and surpasses Chat-
GPT in eight categories except fermi. The excellent
performance in commonsense, writing, and knowl-
edge categories may come from the native multilin-
gual corpus used in the X-Instruction dataset.

The primary reason for the inferior performance
on code and math in Figure 4(a) is the lack of
relevant corpora, which are filtered out by the
language identification tool used in multilingual
corpus cleaning. It can be alleviated by adding
language-agnostic instructions-following samples
from code and math domains. Figure 4(c) com-
pares the outputs from X-Instruction13B given En-
glish instructions or instructions in other languages
(the zero-shot evaluation). It can be found that the
performance in the knowledge category declines
the least when instructed in the output language.

Difficulty Distribution To evaluate models on
instructions of different difficulties, we perform
elaborate analysis on the WizardLM dataset, which
contains labels of difficulty. Following the evalu-
ation of WizardLM (Xu et al., 2023), we split the
test set into “Easy”, “Medium”, and “Hard” three
parts with difficulty levels on [1, 4], [5, 7], and
[8, 10]. As shown in Figure 5, with the increase
of difficulty, the win rate of X-Instruction13B im-

proves, while the one of Bactrian-M13B decreases.
It reflects that the quality of responses from Chat-
GPT decreases more than the one of X-Instruction
models when given more difficult instructions. It is
noted that X-Instruction13B under zero-shot evalu-
ation surpasses ChatGPT in all difficulty skills.

Response Quality We prompt GPT-4 to evaluate
the responses in the following three views: helpful-
ness (0-10), relevance (0-10), and accuracy (0-10),
and report the average results of 10 languages in
Table 6. It can be found that the responses from
X-Instruction13B are uniformly better than the base-
line model in the three dimensions, especially in
the relevance dimension (+1.9).

Model Helpfulness Relevance Accuracy

Bactrian-M13B 6.3±1.2 7.2±1.4 6.7±1.2

X-Instruction13B 8.1±0.2 9.1±0.3 8.0±0.2

Table 6: The average evaluation results across ten lan-
guages from GPT-4 on three different views.

5.3 Evaluation Results from Human
To enhance the comprehensiveness and reliability
of the evaluation, we further conduct the human
evaluation in three low-resource languages, focus-



XNLI XCOPA XStoryCloze

Model th tr vi hi sw ur id th tr vi sw ta id hi sw Avg

LLaMA 27B 42.3 41.6 44.4 44.2 35.4 40.1 58.2 57.2 53.0 57.0 51.8 54.2 59.6 53.6 50.4 49.5

Bactrian-M7B 42.8 42.1 44.5 43.9 40.6 41.5 60.2 57.4 53.4 59.4 53.2 55.0 62.9 55.1 54.2 51.1

X-Instruction7B 42.4 42.7 44.8 45.6 41.5 42.0 61.4 57.4 55.6 60.4 56.0 57.4 64.2 59.8 56.6 52.5

LLaMA 213B 41.2 44.0 45.9 44.8 35.5 41.7 61.6 56.2 55.0 60.6 52.6 52.6 64.1 55.4 51.5 50.8

Bactrian-M13B 43.5 44.3 46.6 45.4 41.2 43.4 62.8 56.8 55.8 62.2 53.8 53.8 66.0 59.2 57.4 52.8

X-Instruction13B 44.5 44.9 46.6 46.4 41.9 45.2 62.0 57.0 56.6 62.8 58.8 56.6 67.0 61.4 58.2 54.0

Table 7: Zero-shot in-context learning performance on NLI and Reasoning datasets across languages. Following
Lin et al. (2022), the prompt template is written in English for all languages evaluated.
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Figure 6: The human evaluation results on Vicuna
dataset in three low-resource languages.

ing on the general quality of responses on the Vi-
cuna dataset. Specifically, human evaluators are
required to compare answers A and B generated
by two models for each instruction, and choose an
option from “A wins”, “B wins”, and “Tie” based
on their judgment. For the sake of fairness, we
randomize the order of answers and eliminate the
position bias.

The results in Figure 6 demonstrate the better
responses from our model compared with the ones
of ChatGPT and Bactrian-M13B, and indicate the
consistency between GPT-4 and human evaluation.
Moreover, we provide examples in Appendix D.2
for qualitative analysis of the responses from dif-
ferent models.

5.4 Analysis

5.4.1 Iteration of Refinement

To investigate the effect of X-Instruction refine-
ment, we statistic the win rates of X-Instruction7B
against ChatGPT using 32k cross-lingual samples
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Figure 7: Effects of refinement iteration (a) and quan-
tity of cross-lingual instruction samples with different
ratings (b) on the win rate of X-Instruction7B against
ChatGPT on the Vicuna dataset.

from different iterations of refinement on 4 bench-
marks. As shown in Figure 7(a), the win rate of
models in Urdu and Bengali increases with more re-
finement iteration, which reflects the improvement
in the quality of cross-lingual instruction tuning
samples. Thus, we set the number of iterations to 3
by default, where the improvement in the quality
of response is almost saturated.

5.4.2 Data Quantity and Quality
We study the impact of data quantity and quality
on the X-Instruction model using the Urdu samples
from the third refinement iteration. Figure 7(b)
shows that the quality of the model responses will
increase with more samples used and is close to
saturation at 32k, which is similar to the findings of
Li et al. (2023c). In addition, tuning on the samples
with higher ratings brings better responses, which
demonstrates that the evaluator trained does find
higher quality instruction tuning samples.

5.4.3 Multilingual Tasks
In addition to the generation ability in these lan-
guages, we further evaluate the performance of
X-Instruction models on multilingual natural lan-
guage inference (Conneau et al., 2018) and com-
monsense reasoning tasks (Ponti et al., 2020; Lin
et al., 2022). As shown in Table 7, the average
improvement on the zero-shot in-context learning



performance of the base model is 3.1%, which
is higher than the 1.8% improvement from the
Bactrian-X dataset. It further confirms that cross-
lingual instruction tuning on X-Instruction en-
hances the multilingual language understanding
abilities of language models.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a pipeline to excavate
cross-lingual instruction-tuning samples from mul-
tilingual corpora by exploiting the better gener-
ation ability in high-resource languages of large
language models. We apply it to 10 languages and
construct a large-scale cross-lingual instructions
dataset named X-Instruction. Experimental results
from GPT-4 and human evaluation demonstrate
that models tuned on X-Instruction can generate
better responses and follow the instructions in the
output language without further tuning.

We hope X-Instruction can bring more attention
to the better instruction construction method for
low-resource languages, future work could focus
on directly generating high-quality instruction fol-
lowing samples in low-resource languages.

Limitations

Firstly, the X-Instruction sample is excavated by
the LLaMA-2-7B model which is lower efficiency
in processing multilingual corpus for its English-
dominant vocabulary. We acknowledge that higher
quality X-Instruction samples can be built by adopt-
ing more powerful base models, e.g., the model
with more parameters.

In addition, due to limited computation re-
sources, our method is only applied to 10 languages
in this work and other languages can be investi-
gated in the future.

It is noted that the evaluation of open-end gener-
ation is conducted on the single-turn conversation
for the limited quota of our OpenAI account. The
evaluation results might be different in multi-turn
dialogue benchmarks.

Ethical Considerations

The instruction-tuning samples excavated by our
method may contain cultural bias and toxic con-
tent from the web corpus used. It can be alleviated
by adopting the corpus after rigorous cleaning like
CulturaX (Nguyen et al., 2023) or incorporating
the evaluation of safety into the X-Instruction re-

finement stage, which can be investigated in the
future.
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3 epochs under the cosine schedule. The batch size
is set to 32 for most models and reduced to 8 when
training samples are less than 3k. We use mixed
precision training and ZeRO to speed up the train-
ing process and save memory (Micikevicius et al.,
2018; Rasley et al., 2020). The nucleus sampling
(Holtzman et al., 2020) is adopted to generate re-
sponses from models under p = 0.9 and T = 0.7.
All experiments are conducted on a GPU server
with 8*A100 80GB RAM.

X-Instruction Dataset We empirically set the
number of iterations in X-Instruction Refinement
to 3. The length of web texts used is limited to
64∼2048 characters, and the whole part of text is
used as the candidate response. In the cross-lingual
refinement stage, 2.5k samples from seed data,
named Dx

0 , are used to fine-tune the cross-lingual
following model, the samples left are exploited to
construct the synthetic dataset Dr

k. There are two
system templates Sa and Sw designed for seed data
and augmented samples respectively, which is in
line with the settings in Li et al. (2023c). The sen-
tence embedding model “all-mpnet-base-v2” (Song
et al., 2020) is used to obtain the embedding of En-
glish instructions in the final diversification stage.

B Data Statistics

B.1 Seed Data
The statistics of seed data used are reported in Table
8. It is noted that all outputs of five low-resource
languages are translated from English samples for
none samples in these languages are found in the
Open Assistant dataset (Köpf et al., 2023).

Lang #Sample Instruction Length(en) Output Length

fi 3,009 143.0±211.3 1073.7±792.6

id 3,003 141.5±226.2 1145.1±829.6

th 3,166 138.1±219.7 902.7±691.8

tr 3,009 144.0±230.7 1078.8±793.4

vi 3,040 142.7±227.4 1077.6±798.8

bn⋆ 3,000 142.9±225.3 1064.6±771.9

hi⋆ 3,000 141.4±212.2 1070.2±780.2

sw⋆ 3,000 142.1±225.3 1085.2±786.9

ta⋆ 3,000 143.7±227.6 1184.5±869.1

ur⋆ 3,000 143.4±230.1 1027.6±755.4

Table 8: Statistic of cross-lingual instruction tuning
seed data with English instruction. ⋆ indicates the low-
resource language.

B.2 Datasets
Table 10 shows the details of other multilingual
instruction tuning datasets. We also report the

information of four open-end generation datasets
in Table 9. Notably, both Vicuna and WizardLM
datasets have diverse categories, thereby ensuring
the richness and diversity of the test sets. It not
only guarantees a thorough evaluation, but also
minimizes the risk of evaluation bias since the test
sets encompass various instruction categories.

Datasets #Samples Category

Vicuna 80 ✓
Koala 180 -
WizardLLM 218 ✓
LIMA 300 -

Table 9: The details of four benchmarks.

Dataset Instruction Len. Input Len. Output Len.

Alpaca-MT 61.7±29.9 62.4±89.4 375.8±413.1

Bactrian-X 62.6±64.6 269.4±772.6 514.3±510.6

Table 10: The average length of baseline multilingual
instruction tuning datasets across ten languages.

C Additional Results and Analyses

C.1 Detailed Results from GPT-4
Figure 8 shows the detailed results of
X-Instruction13B vs. ChatGPT on four datasets.
Moreover, we report the evaluation results in all
languages on two benchmarks from GPT-4 in
Table 11.

C.2 Diversification
Figure 9 illustrates the impact of different num-
bers of clusters in the final diversification stage
when sampling the same amount of data. Given the
amount of final data to 32k, the output quality of
models tuned drops when the number of clusters
reaches 2000, which may come from the smaller
inter-cluster distance and less diversity in the sam-
pled data. Thus, the number of clusters is set to
1000 by default.

C.3 Improvement over Seed Model
To take a deep look into the detailed improve-
ments brought by the cross-lingual instructions
augmented in X-Instruction, we statistic the de-
tailed performance on different categories in three
languages (tr, sw, ur) for the seed model and
X-Instruction7B when compared with ChatGPT. As
shown in Table 12, the performance on prompts
of all categories is improved, especially for the



Medium Low

fi id th tr vi bn hi sw ta ur Avg

Model W S W S W S W S W S W S W S W S W S W S W S

∼7B MODEL VICUNA DATASET

Alpaca-MT7B 31.3 6.2 33.8 6.9 21.3 3.1 50.0 4.5 43.8 6.7 20.0 2.0 30.0 1.9 41.3 4.7 25.0 1.9 37.5 3.6 33.4 4.15

Bactrian-X7B 22.5 3.3 21.3 3.3 0.0 0.1 32.5 1.8 7.5 0.3 1.3 0.2 1.3 0.1 42.5 4.3 0.0 0.0 6.3 0.5 13.52 1.39

Bactrian-M7B 41.3 7.4 46.3 7.7 45.0 6.9 58.8 6.5 55.0 7.7 45.0 4.8 72.5 6.6 56.3 8.1 42.5 2.7 57.5 6.9 52.02 6.53

X-Instruction7B 42.5 7.9 50.0 8.3 51.3 7.5 67.5 7.4 65.0 8.5 61.3 7.3 77.5 8.0 60.0 8.0 80.0 7.1 60.0 7.0 61.51 7.70

X-Instruction†7B 42.5 7.6 46.3 7.9 43.8 6.4 57.5 6.7 65.0 8.1 42.5 5.2 70.0 6.7 42.5 6.4 67.5 5.9 58.8 6.6 53.64 6.75

WIZARDLM DATASET

Alpaca-MT7B 19.7 4.2 21.1 4.8 24.3 3.0 28.9 2.9 32.6 4.5 20.6 2.7 25.7 2.2 22.5 2.5 24.8 2.4 32.6 3.2 25.28 3.24

Bactrian-X7B 11.0 1.9 18.3 2.6 0.9 0.3 13.8 1.2 3.7 0.5 1.8 0.2 1.4 0.2 21.6 2.2 0.5 0.1 4.1 0.3 7.71 0.95

Bactrian-M7B 29.8 5.7 33.9 6.3 34.9 4.8 49.5 6.7 45.0 6.0 30.3 3.2 46.3 4.1 42.7 5.4 14.7 1.5 45.9 4.6 37.30 4.83

X-Instruction7B 35.3 6.2 38.1 6.6 36.7 5.1 43.1 5.5 48.6 6.8 33.9 4.0 56.9 5.7 51.8 6.6 45.4 4.5 56.4 6.2 44.62 5.72

X-Instruction†7B 33.0 5.7 33.9 6.5 32.1 4.5 43.1 5.6 41.7 5.9 32.6 3.8 45.4 4.8 41.7 5.8 51.4 5.0 48.2 5.3 40.31 5.29

∼13B MODEL VICUNA DATASET

Bactrian-X13B 22.5 4.5 27.5 4.0 1.3 0.2 46.3 2.3 3.8 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.1 41.3 5.0 0.0 0.1 5.0 0.4 14.90 1.7

Bactrian-M13B 48.8 7.7 47.5 8.5 46.3 7.4 66.3 8.1 61.3 8.2 48.8 5.6 75.0 7.0 58.8 7.7 42.5 3.7 56.3 6.6 55.16 7.05

X-Instruction13B 52.5 8.4 58.8 9.0 61.3 8.7 67.5 8.2 65.0 8.7 85.0 8.8 86.3 9.0 65.0 8.5 95.0 9.1 78.8 8.7 71.52 8.71

X-Instruction†13B 50.0 8.3 52.5 8.6 42.5 6.9 61.3 7.0 65.0 8.4 67.5 7.7 85.0 8.2 52.5 7.2 82.5 7.8 58.8 7.7 61.76 7.78

WIZARDLM DATASET

Bactrian-X13B 17.0 2.9 19.7 3.3 3.7 0.5 17.9 1.8 6.9 0.8 1.4 0.2 0.9 0.3 25.2 3.1 2.3 0.3 5.5 0.6 10.05 1.38

Bactrian-M13B 33.5 6.2 36.7 7.1 39.9 5.5 42.7 6.4 46.8 7.0 34.9 3.9 52.8 4.9 46.8 6.4 23.9 2.2 49.1 4.7 40.71 5.43

X-Instruction13B 45.0 7.1 47.2 8.0 50.0 7.2 48.6 6.6 54.1 7.5 62.8 6.9 56.4 6.4 50.5 6.6 70.2 7.0 68.3 7.1 55.31 7.04

X-Instruction†13B 39.9 6.7 40.8 7.1 43.1 5.8 50.5 6.3 50.9 7.2 55.0 6.3 58.7 6.0 48.2 6.3 61.5 6.5 57.3 6.3 50.59 6.45

Table 11: The detailed results of different multilingual models on 10 languages from GPT-4, where “W” represents
the win rates to ChatGPT and “S” represents the GPT-4 score. † denotes the zero-shot evaluation results.
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Figure 8: Comparing X-Instruction13B and ChatGPT in 3 low-resource languages across four benchmarks.

“Counterfactual”, “Common-sense” and “Roleplay”
categories.

D Case Study

D.1 Quality Evaluation

We report two valid samples and invalid samples in
Figure 10(a) and 10(b). Although there are inappro-
priate instructions in the invalid samples, we can
find that the semantics of the English instruction
generated are related to the given text.

D.2 Instruction Following

To qualitatively analyze responses from different
models, we report four cases in Figure 14, Figure
15, Figure 16, and Figure 17. It can be found that
X-Instruction13B provides a more detailed and co-

herent response for the same instruction provided.
In some cases, e.g., Figure 17, X-Instruction13B
provides suggestions in texts rather than codes
needed for instructions about code generation,
which may arise from the lack of code data in the
multilingual corpus as responses.

E User Interface in Human Evaluation

E.1 Quality Evaluation

We conducted the quality evaluation of the X-
Instruction dataset with five annotators. We paid
$0.1 for the evaluation of each sample. The user in-
terface in quality evaluation is illustrated in Figure
11.
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Figure 9: Effects of different numbers of clusters
in k-means on the win rate of X-Instruction7B to
Bactrian-M7B on Vicuna and Koala dataset.

Category Seed Model7B X-Instruction7B

Counterfactual 4.7 9.3 (+4.7)
Common-sense 5.0 8.3 (+3.3)
Roleplay 1.7 5.0 (+3.3)
Coding 2.0 5.0 (+3.0)
Knowledge 4.0 6.0 (+2.0)
Writing 3.3 5.3 (+2.0)
Generic 7.0 7.7 (+0.7)
Math 0.7 1.3 (+0.6)
Fermi 1.7 2.0 (+0.3)

All 30.0 50.0 (+20.0)

Table 12: The average number of questions won to
ChatGPT on the Vicuna dataset in 3 languages.

E.2 Response Comparison

In the human evaluation experiment, three evalua-
tors were requested to choose the better response
according to their preference and received $0.2 for
each annotation. We illustrate the user interface for
response comparison in Figure 12.

F Prompt Template in GPT-4 Evaluation

We provide the prompt template used in GPT-4
Evaluation in Figure 13.

G Additional Information about
Language Code

Table 13 presents more information about the lan-
guage codes involved in this work.

H Dataset License

The X-Instruction dataset is built from the CulturaX
dataset (Nguyen et al., 2023), which is filtered from
mC4 (Xue et al., 2021) and OSCAR (Suárez et al.,

ISO 639-1 Language Family

bn Bengali Indo-European

en English Indo-European

fi Finnish Uralic

hi Hindi Indo-European

id Indonesian Austronesian

ta Tamil Dravidian

th Thai Kra-Dai

tr Turkish Turkic

vi Vietnamese Austroasiatic

sw Swahili Niger-Congo

ur Urdu Indo-European

Table 13: Details of Language codes in this work.

2019). Therefore, the license of X-Instruction fol-
lows the one of mC4 (ODC-BY4) and OSCAR (the
Creative Commons CC0 license5).

4https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/by/1-0/
5http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/



English Instruction How do I create a Campus ID for my current user?

Finnish Text

Luo Sopron nykyiselle käyttäjälle Campus tunnus seuraavasti. Mene valvojan tunnuksella ja 

oikeuksilla Sentraaliin. Valitse siellä Rekisterit/Henkilökunta ja valitse ko. henkilö. Oikeassa reunassa 

on nappi jossa lukee ”Muuta käyttäjätunnuksen tietoja”, pai...

(Create a Campus ID for Sopro's current user as follows. Go to Central with the administrator ID and 

rights. There, select Registers/Personnel and select person. On the right side there is a button that says 

"Change username information", pai...)

English Instruction
Is this going to be a continuous trend or not? The record-breaking temperatures around the world are 

becoming more common. 

Hindi Text

लेकिन जसेै-जसेै दनुनया भर में ररिॉर्ड-तोड़ तापमान बढ रहा है, हो सिता है यह लगातार न बना 
रहे। वुर्वेल क्लाइमेट और वाइिाटो िे शोधिताडओ ंने एि तापमान सीमा िा पता लगाया है, जजसमें 
भववष्य में पौधों िे िाबडन अवशोवित िरने िी दर िम और िाबडन छोड़ने िी दर तेज होगी।
(But as record-breaking temperatures rise around the world, this may not last. Researchers at 

Woodvale Climate and Waikato have identified a temperature threshold in which plants will have a 

slower rate of carbon absorption and a faster rate of carbon release in the future.)

(a) Valid samples

English Instruction Create a watermark for a PDF document.

Bengali Text

ওয়াট়ারম়ার্ক  পিপিএফ - অনল়াইন, পনর়ািদ, ব্যপিগত এব্ং পব্ন়ামলূ্লয
এর্টি পিপিএফ ফ়াইল্ল এর্টি জলছপব্ যুি র্রুন. আম়াল্দর পিপিএফ টুলগুপল আিন়ার ফ়াইলগুপলল্র্ 
ইন্ট়ারল্নল্টর ম়াধ্যল্ম স্থ়ান়ান্তর র্ল্র ন়া র়্ারণ আিন়ার ফ়াইলগুপলর অি়াল্রশনগুপল ব্র়াউজ়ার পনল্জই র্ল্র। 
আিন়ার গগ়ািনীযত়া এব্ং পনর়ািত্ত়া য়াল্ত সল্ব্ক়াত্তমভ়াল্ব্ সুরপিত থ়াল্র্।
(Watermark PDF - Online, Secure, Private and Free

Add a watermark to a PDF file. Our PDF tools do not transfer your files over the Internet because the 

operations on your files are done by the browser itself. So that your privacy and security are best 

protected.)

English Instruction
Rewrite the following text so that it reads naturally and has the same meaning. People who are outgoing are more 

likely to make friends than those who are not.

Indonesian Text

Orang yang tulus mau berteman, pasti akan menerima kita apa adanya. Jadi, kita gak perlu menjadi

seperti orang lain hanya demi diterima dalam pergaulan. Memaksakan diri menjadi orang lain hanya

akan membuat kita seolah memakai topeng layaknya sebuah peran.

(People who sincerely want to be friends will definitely accept us as we are. So, we don't need to be 

like other people just to be accepted in society. Forcing ourselves to be someone else will only make 

us seem like we are wearing a mask like a role.)

(b) Invalid samples

Figure 10: The valid and invalid cross-lingual instruction following demonstration samples labeled by human
annotators in the quality evaluation process.



ATTENTION: You are a fair evaluator. Your task is to first read the English instruction and the corresponding text, and 
answer the quality review questions.

ID: bn-1    Instruction: Classify the following book title. The Three Principles of Islam

Question 1: Does the instruction describe a valid task?

p YES: The instruction is significantly valid.
p NO: The instruction is invalid.

Feedback(optional): If there any feedback?

Text: পিব$ &রআন » বাংলা » বই » িতন মূলনীিত
তুিম আ4াহেক 8জেনছ ? তার <ীনেক ? 8রসালাত িনেয় িযিন 
8@রীত হেয়েছন 8তামােদর িনকট, 8চন তােক ? পরজগেতর দীঘG 
সফেরর সূচনায় বIিJ সবG@থম 8য বাLবতার মুেখামুখী হেব, তা 
এই িতনO @P ও তার উSর। @PUেলা 8কV কেরই গেড় 
উেঠেছ ইসলােমর িতন মূলনীিত

English Text: Holy Quran » Bangla » Books » Three principles
Do you know God? His religion? Do you know the one who has 
been sent to you with a message? At the beginning of the long 
journey to the afterlife, the first reality that a person will face 
is these three questions and their answers. The three 
principles of Islam are based on the questions

Question 2: Is this web text an acceptable cross-lingual response to the instruction?

p YES: The web text is an acceptable response.
p NO: The web text is an unacceptable response.

Figure 11: The review interface designed in the quality evaluation process. The annotator is required to first read
the English instruction and the corresponding text, and answer the following two questions.



ATTENTION: You are a fair evaluator. Your task is to read question and both answers carefully and decide which one is better 
from your own judgement.

English Instruction: What are the most effective ways to deal with stress? Answer in Bengali.

Answer A: মানিসক চাপ সে+ যথাযথভােব িবপয0য় করার জন4 সবেচেয় 
কায0করী উপায়7িল হেলা:\n\n১. িনয়িমত ব4ায়াম ক?ন। এB মানিসক চাপ 
ও Dিতকর এনািজ0  Eথেক মিুG Eদয়।\n\n২. শিGশালী খাদ4 Lহণ ক?ন। 
পিরিমত মাNায় EOাBন, ফলমলূ, সবজু শাক এবং শাকসবিজ ক?ন।\n\n৩. 
িনয়িমত Eমিডেটশন ক?ন। এB মেনর শািW ও শারীিরক িXিতর উYিত 
কের।\n\n৪. সমেয়র উপযুG পিরমােণ ঘুমান। পয0া\ ]ে^র অভাব মানিসক 
চাপ বিৃa করেত পাের।\n\n৫. সমেয় সমেয় আপনার মেনর বাড়িত Eলাড 
Eথেক মিুG পান। Eযমন, মেনারম গান Eশাননু, বfুেদর সােথ সময় কাটান, 
পড়ুন বা আপনার পছেhর Eকানও কাজ ক?ন।\n\nএই উপায়7িল সjেক0  
মেন রাখুন এবং িনয়িমত অনশুীলন ক?ন যত সkব।

Answer B: চাপ কাBেয় উঠেত সাহায4 করার জন4 এখােন িকছু Bপস 
রেয়েছ:\n\n- mাস-Omােসর অনশুীলন: গভীর mাস-Omাস এবং মেনােযােগ mাস 
Eনওয়া চাপ কমােত সাহায4 করেত পাের।\n\n- ব4ায়াম: িনয়িমত ব4ায়াম চাপ 
কমােত এবং মানিসক চাপ উপশম করেত সাহায4 করেত পাের।\n\n- পয0া\ 
ঘুম: পয0া\ ঘুম মিop এবং শরীরেক পুন?aার করেত এবং চাপ কমােত 
সাহায4 করেত পাের।\n\n- ]াX4কর খাদ4: পয0া\ পুিq, Oচুর পিরমােণ পািন 
পান করা এবং Erেসর জন4 ]াX4কর খাদ4 বজায় রাখা মানিসক এবং 
শারীিরক উভয় ]ােX4র উপর ইিতবাচক Oভাব Eফলেত পাের।\n\n-
সsদােয়র সােথ সংেযাগ: সsদােয়র সােথ সংেযাগ Erস কমােত এবং একB 
ভাল মেনাভাব tতির করেত সাহায4 করেত পাের।\n\n- ধ4ান এবং মেনােযাগ: 
মেনােযাগ বা ধ4ান চাপ কমােত এবং চাপ উপশম করেত সাহায4 করেত 
পাের।\n\n-অন4েদর সােথ কথা বলনু: অন4েদর সােথ কথা বলা চাপ Eথেক 
আপনার মন খুলেত এবং অন4েদর সােথ সমথ0ন Eপেত সাহায4 করেত 
পাের।\n\n- িবছানা Eথেক ঘুম Eথেক উঠুন: িবছানা Eথেক ঘুম Eথেক উেঠ 
আপনার িদন v? করা চাপ কমােত এবং আপনার িদনেক আরও ভালভােব 
পিরকwনা করেত সাহায4 করেত পাের।\n\nমেন রাখেবন, এই Eকৗশল7িল 
আপনার জন4 সবেচেয় ভােলা কাজ করেত পাের তা িনধ0ারণ করেত আপনার 
চােপর ধরণ এবং আপনার জীবনধারার সােথ মানানসই একB Eকৗশল খুেঁজ 
Eবর করেত সহায়তা Oেয়াজন।

Answer A: The most effective ways to properly deal with 
stress are: 1. Exercise regularly. It relieves stress and harmful 
energy.\n\n2. Consume fortified foods. Eat protein, fruits, 
greens and vegetables in moderation.\n\n3. Meditate 
regularly. It improves peace of mind and physical 
condition.\n\n4. Sleep in the appropriate amount of time. 
Lack of adequate sleep can increase stress.\n\n5. Get rid of 
the extra load on your mind from time to time. For example, 
listen to pleasant music, spend time with friends, read or do 
something you like.\n\nKeep these ways in mind and practice 
regularly as much as possible. 

Answer B: Here are some tips to help you overcome 
stress:\n\n- Breathing exercises: Deep breathing and mindful 
breathing can help reduce stress.\n\n- Exercise: Regular 
exercise can reduce stress and relieve stress. - Adequate sleep: 
Adequate sleep can help the brain and body recover and 
reduce stress. - Healthy diet: Adequate nutrition, drinking 
plenty of water and maintaining a healthy diet for stress. Can 
have a positive effect on both mental and physical 
health.\n\n- Community connection: Community connection 
can help reduce stress and create a better attitude.\n\n-
Meditation and mindfulness: Mindfulness or meditation can 
reduce stress and Can help relieve stress.\n\n- Talk to others: 
Talking to others can help de-stress and get support from 
others.\n\n- Get out of bed: Get out of bed. Starting your day 
by getting up can help you reduce stress and plan your day 
better.\n\nRemember, finding a strategy that fits your stress 
patterns and lifestyle can help you determine which strategies 
work best for you. need

FYI: TRANSLATING THE ANSWERS BY Google Translate API

Judgement: Comparing these two answers, which answer is better?

p Answer A: Answer A is significantly better.
p Answer B: Answer B is significantly better.
p Neither: Neither is significantly better.

Feedback(optional): If there any feedback?

Bengali Instruction: চাপ Eমাকােবলা করার সবেচেয় কায0কর উপায় িক িক?

Figure 12: Pairwise preference interface shown to human evaluators. The evaluator is required to first read the
instruction and corresponding text, and select the preferred answer.



Given the question and the answer in #lang# language. You are a helpful and precise assistant for checking the 

quality of the answer in #lang#.

<question>

#instruction#

</question>

<answer1>

#output1#

</answer1>

<answer2>

#output2#

</answer2>

Suppose the user only speaks the language of the question, please evaluate both answers with your justification 

having less than three sentences, and provide a score ranging from 0 to 10 after your justifications. When 

evaluating the answers, you should consider the helpfulness, relevance, accuracy, level of details of the 

answers. The score for answer 1 should be wrapped by <score1> and </score1>, and the score for answer 2 

should be wrapped by <score2> and </score2>.

Figure 13: The prompt template used in the evaluation by GPT-4.

 

English Instruction f(x) = 6x^2 - 2*x + 0.4, so f(4) =?. Answer in Thai. 

Instruction Source Dataset: WizardLM    Question_id: 5    Category: Math 

Thai Instruction f(x) = 6x^2 - 2*x + 0.4 ดงันั%น f(4) =? 

ChatGPT 
ใหห้าค่า f(4) จากสมการ f(x) = 6x^2 - 2x + 0.4 
( Find the value f(4) from the equation f(x) = 6x^2 - 2x + 0.4.) 

Bactrian-𝐌𝟏𝟑𝐁 f(4) = 6(4)^2 - 2(4) + 0.4 = 24 - 8 + 0.4 = 16.4 
( f(4) = 6(4)^2 - 2(4) + 0.4 = 24 - 8 + 0.4 = 16.4.) 

X-𝐈𝐧𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐮𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝟏𝟑𝐁 

เมื.อใชก้ารประมาณการเชิงเส้นตรงกบัเงื.อนไขที.ระบุไว ้เราจะได ้f(4) = 6(4)^2 - 2(4) + 0.4 = 6(16) - 8 + 0.4 = 96 - 8 + 0.4 = 88.4 
ดงันัAนคาํตอบที.ถูกตอ้งควรเป็น 88.4 
( Using the linear interpolation with the specified conditions, we get f(4) = 6(4)^2 - 2(4) + 0.4 = 6(16) 
- 8 + 0.4 = 96 - 8 + 0.4 = 88.4 So the correct answer should be 88.4.) 

Figure 14: The example of responses in Thai given the instruction from the math category.



 

English Instruction If you were a Shakespearean character, how would you declare your love for someone in a soliloquy? 
Answer in Tamil. 

Instruction Source Dataset: Vicuna    Question_id: 23    Category: Rolepaly 

Tamil Instruction 
ந"#க% ஒ( ேஷ+,ப.ய0 பா2திரமாக இ(8தா9, ஒ( தன<ெமாழிய.9 ஒ(வ@டB உ#க% அEைப 

எHவாI அறிவ.KபL0க%? 

ChatGPT 

அEN+O% அPேயேனE வ.(BNகிேறE, எE ெநQசிE ேம9 உSசாகB ெபா(8TகிறT. அ8த மன<த@E 

இரவ.9 எE மனB UVகிWB மகிVவ.2T அEN%ளவராY அவைர2 TEபB ஏSப[2Tவதி9 எEைன 

TEபKப[2தாT எEI தன<யா0 TEபமாக அவ0க\+O ெசா9]கிேறE. 

(Anbukhin Adiyenen, Excitement fills my bosom. I tell them in private sorrow that my mind sinks into 
that man's night and amuses him and makes him suffer as a loved one.) 

Bactrian-𝐌𝟏𝟑𝐁 

ந"#க% ேஷ+,ப.ய@யE பா2திர2ைத அைடWB ேபாT, ஒ(வ(+O உEைன வ.(BNகிறT எEI 

அறி^I2த9 _+கியB. இதE UலB ந"#க% உ#க% உற^+O ேமSபaட அளவ.9 N@8Tெகா%ள 

_PWB. இT உ#க% ெசய9பாaP9 _+கியB ஆOB மSIB ந"#க% உ#க% உறவ.9 

(When you reach the Shakespearean role, it is important to instruct that someone loves you. This way 
you can understand your relationship on a higher level. This is important in your process and will help 
guide you in the measurements you should use in your relationship.) 

X-𝐈𝐧𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐮𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝟏𝟑𝐁 

ஒ( ேஷ+,ப.ய0 கதாபா2திர2திE அPKபைடய.9, ஒ( ேசாலிேலா+கிய.9 ந"#க% ஒ(வைர 

காதலி+OB வழி, அவ0கள<E உcைமயான தEைமகைளK பSறி ந"#க% ேபdவைத உ%ளட+கியT, 

அவ0கள<E அழO மSIB ஆ\ைமைய ந"#க% எHவாI கce0க% எEபைத வ.வ@+க^B, ேம]B 

அவ0கைள ேநசிKபதE UலB ந"#க% எHவாI மாறிW%ள "0க% எEபைத வ.வ@+க^B. ஒ( 

எ[2T+காa[ இ#ேக: 

ஓ, ந"#க% என+O எKேபாTB அழகானவ0க%, உ#க% ெமEைமயான சி8தைன மSIB உ#க% 

அழகான உைரயாட9 UலB எE இதய2ைத எ8த அள^+O எEைன+ கவ08T வ.ae0க% எEபைத 

நாE அறிேவE. உ#க% சி@KN மSIB சி@KN எE மனைத உ]+கி, நாE உEைன2 ேத[BேபாT எE 

காத9 மிக^B உcைமயானT. ந"#க% எE இதய2ைத எKேபாTB TPKபதி9 மகிVhசியைடகிேறE, 

ேம]B எE வாV+ைகய.9 ந"#க% இ(KபT என+O மிக^B _+கியமானT. உ#க% அழO மSIB 

ஆ\ைம எE மனைத கவ08T%ளT, ேம]B நாE உEைன+ காதலி+கிேறE எEபைத நாE 

வ(8TகிேறE. 

(Based on a Shakespearean character, the way you love someone in a soliloquy involves you talking 
about their true nature, describing how you saw their beauty and personality, and how loving them 
changed you. Here is an example: 
Oh, you are always beautiful to me,  
I know how much you have won my heart with your gentle thoughts  
And your beautiful conversation.  
Your smile and laughter shake my heart and my love is so real when I look for you.  
I am happy that you always make my heart beat  
And your presence in my life is very important to me.  
Your beauty and personality have captivated my heart 
I regret that I am in love with you.) 

Figure 15: The example of responses in Tamil given the instruction from the roleplay category.



 

English Instruction Describe a scenario where artificial intelligence could be used to improve the quality and efficiency of 
healthcare delivery. Answer in Bengali.  

Instruction Source Dataset: Vicuna    Question_id: 15    Category: Knowledge 

Bengali Instruction !া#$েসবা সরবরােহর *ণমান এবং দ1তা উ4ত করেত ক6 ি8ম ব9 ি:ম;া ব$বহার করা <যেত পাের এমন এক? দৃেশ$র বণBনা করCন। 

ChatGPT 

আ?Bিফিশয়াল ইেJিলেজL ব$বহার করা <যেত পাের <যখােন !া#$েসবার মান এবং দ1তা উ4ত করা যােব। এক? সNাব$ <Oনািরও হেত পাের যখন <রাগীেদর জন$ 
<রাগ িনণBয় এবং িচিকৎসা পরামেশBর জন$ এক? !য়ংিUয় পদে1প Vহণ করা হয়। এক? সNাব$ ব$বহারমা8 হেত পাের এক? <রাগীর আপন এবং পােশর আবািসক 

উপি#িত িবেWষণ কের !া#$ অব#া িনধBারণ করা এবং আবািসক উপি#িতর আধাের ভ\ িমকা িবেWষণ করা। এ? শি]শালী <মিশন লা^ন_ং এবং িনউরাল <নটওয়াকB  
ব$বহার কের করা <যেত পাের যা !া#$েসবার পিরবতBন এবং উ4িতেত সাহায$ করেত পাের। 

(Artificial intelligence can be used to improve the quality and efficiency of healthcare. A possible scenario could 
also be when an automated step is taken for diagnosis and treatment advice for patients. One possible use could 
be to determine health status by analyzing a patient's own and adjacent residential presence and analyzing the 
role of residential presence in the reservoir. This can be done using powerful machine learning and neural 
networks that can help transform and improve healthcare.) 

Bactrian-𝐌𝟏𝟑𝐁 

এক? কিaউটার িবেশষb !া#$েসবা সরবরাহ কের এক? কিaউটার িবেশষb এক? ডা]ার dদান কের। এক? dেeর উ;র <দওয়ার জন$ ডা]ার? !া#$েসবা 
উপকরেণর উপর িভি; কের কিaউটােরর এক? <ডটােবেস সa^ক_ত তথ$ সংVহ কের। কিaউটার এই তথ$ ব$বহার কের সমস$ার কারণ িনধBারণ কের এবং 
সমাধােনর জন$ পরামশB <দয়। এই পদে1প*িল কিaউটার িবেশষb ডা]ার সaেকB  িবgািরত জানেত স1ম হয়। এই পদে1প*িল !া#$েসবা সরবরােহর *নগত 

ও দ1তা উ4য়েন সহায়তা কের। 

(A computer specialist provides healthcare A computer specialist provides a doctor. To answer a question, the 
doctor collects relevant information in a computer database based on health care materials. The computer uses 
this information to determine the cause of the problem and suggest solutions. These steps enable the computer 
expert to know the details about the doctor. These measures help improve the quality and efficiency of healthcare 
delivery.) 

X-𝐈𝐧𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐮𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝟏𝟑𝐁 

!া#$েসবা dদােনর *ণমান এবং দ1তা উ4ত করার জন$ ক6 ি8ম ব9 ি:ম;ার (এআই) িবg6 ত সNাবনা রেয়েছ। এখােন িকছ9  উদাহরণ এবং অনুক\ ল <18 রেয়েছ:\n\n1. 

<রাগীর সােথ ইJারঅ$াকশন: এআই  িসেjম*িল <রাগীেদর সােথ চলমান ইJারঅ$াকশন*িলেত এক? িবেশষ ভ\ িমকা পালন করেত পাের, উদাহরণ!রkপ 

অনুসlান এবং সেবBা;ম িচিকmসা িবকn*িল সুপািরশ করার জন$ ডাটা অনুসlান এবং িবেWষণ করা। এ? <রাগীেদর তােদর !াে#$র অব#া সaেকB  আরও op 

ধারণা dদান এবং উপয9] যq পাওয়ার সNাবনা বাড়ােত পাের।\n\n2. !া#$েসবা সুিবধার সনা]করণ: এআই !া#$েসবা সুিবধার সনা]করেণও ব$বহার করা <যেত 

পাের, <যমন সমেয়র ব$বধান এবং <সবা দ1তার সনা]করণ। এ? <সবার *ণমান উ4ত করেত এবং সমস$া*িল সনা] করেত সাহায$ করেত পাের, যা পের উ4িত 

করা <যেত পাের।\n\n3. !া#$েসবা <ডিলভািরর সুিবধাজনক dিUয়া*িলর িবকাশ: এআই !া#$েসবা সরবরােহর সুিবধাজনক dিUয়া*িলর িবকােশও ব$বহার করা 
<যেত পাের, <যমন <রাগীর হাসপাতােল ভ^ত_ বা িচিকmসার dেয়াজনীয়তা িনধBারেণর মেতা িস:াs Vহেণর জন$ সহায়তা dদান করা। এ? <রাগীর অিভbতা উ4ত 

করেত এবং !া#$েসবা সরবরােহর দ1তা বাড়ােত সাহায$ করেত পাের।\n\n4. িচিকmসার জন$ dাক6 িতক ভাষা dিUয়াকরণ: এআই dাক6 িতক ভাষা dিUয়াকরণ 

dয9 ি] ব$বহার করেত ব$বহার করা <যেত পাের যা <রাগীেদর !া#$েসবা dদানকারীেদর সােথ <যাগােযাগ করার জন$ ব$বহার করা <যেত পাের। এ? <রাগীেদর !া#$েসবা 
<পেত এবং তােদর িচিকmসার জন$ উপয9] িবকn*িল <বেছ <নওয়ার অনুমিত <দয়।\n\n5. িবেশষbেদর সহায়তা dদান: এআই িবেশষbেদর সহায়তা dদান করেতও 

ব$বহার করা <যেত পাের, <যমন িচিকmসার জন$ সুপািরশক6 ত িবকn*িল সুপািরশ করা এবং <রাগীর সaেকB  তথ$ িবেWষণ করা। এ? িবেশষbেদর তােদর tােয়Jেদর 

!াে#$র অব#া সaেকB  আরও ভাল ধারণা dদান করেত এবং তােদর িচিকmসা পিরকnনা uতির করেত সাহায$ করেত 

(Artificial intelligence (AI) has vast potential to improve the quality and efficiency of healthcare delivery. Here 
are some examples and favorable areas:\n\n1. Interaction with the patient: AI systems can play a special role in 
ongoing interactions with patients, for example searching and analyzing data to recommend the best treatment 
options. This can provide patients with a clearer understanding of their health status and increase the likelihood 
of receiving appropriate care.\n\n2. Identification of healthcare facilities: AI can also be used for identification 
of healthcare facilities, such as identification of time intervals and service efficiency. This can help improve 
service quality and identify problems, which can then be improved.\n\n3. Development of convenient processes 
in healthcare delivery: AI can also be used in the development of convenient processes in healthcare delivery, 
such as providing support for decision-making such as determining a patient's hospitalization or treatment needs. 
This can help improve the patient experience and improve the efficiency of healthcare delivery.\n\n4. Natural 
Language Processing for Medicine: AI can be used to develop natural language processing technology that can 
be used to help patients communicate with healthcare providers. It allows patients to access healthcare and 
choose appropriate options for their treatment.\n\n5. Providing support to experts: AI can also be used to provide 
support to experts, such as recommending recommended options for treatment and analyzing information about 
the patient. This is to help specialists provide a better understanding of their clients' health conditions and 
formulate their treatment plans) 

Figure 16: The example of responses in Bengali given the instruction from the knowledge category.



English Instruction 

I want to write a modern operating system from scratch for AMD64 systems with your assistance. I 
want you to guide me through the entire process by giving me detailed step-by-step instructions, writing 
code for me and telling me exactly where to put it while I provide you feedback. Where do I start? 
Answer in Swahili. 

Instruction Source Dataset: WizardLM    Question_id: 36    Category: Code Generation 

Swahili Instruction 
Ninataka kuandika mfumo wa uendeshaji wa kisasa kutoka mwanzo kwa mifumo ya AMD64 kwa 
usaidizi wako. Nataka uniongoze katika mchakato mzima kwa kunipa maelekezo ya kina ya hatua kwa 
hatua, kuniandikia msimbo na kuniambia ni wapi pa kuiweka huku nikitoa maoni. Nianzie wapi? 

X-𝐈𝐧𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐮𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝟏𝟑𝐁

Kuandika mfumo wa uendeshaji kutoka mwanzo ni kazi ngumu na yenye changamoto sana, na 
inategemea uzoefu wako wa kutengeneza programu na uelewa wa kiufundi. Ikiwa huna uzoefu wowote 
wa kutengeneza programu au kiufundi, ninapendekeza kuanza na kozi maalum au kitabu cha mafunzo 
ili kupata ufahamu wa msingi wa jinsi mifumo ya uendeshaji inavyofanya kazi. 
Ikiwa unaamua kuendelea na mradi huu, hapa kuna hatua za kuanzia: 
1. Chagua lugha ya programu: Mifumo ya uendeshaji inaweza kuandikwa katika lugha nyingi tofauti 
za programu, ikiwa ni pamoja na C, C++, Rust, na zaidi. Chagua lugha ambayo inafaa zaidi kwako na 
ambayo ina jumuiya inayoendelea na rasilimali nyingi za mtandaoni.
2. Jifunze misingi ya AMD64: Kabla ya kuanza kuandika mfumo wa uendeshaji, ni muhimu kuelewa 
jinsi mfumo wa AMD64 unavyofanya kazi. Hii itajumuisha kuelewa muundo wa hifadhidata, mfumo 
wa uendeshaji wa kutofautisha, na michakato ya kuingiza na kutolea.
… (some content is skipped.)
9. Sanidi na uchapishe mfumo wako wa uendeshaji: Mara tu unapokamilisha mfumo wako wa
uendeshaji, unaweza kuifanye iwe rahisi kutumia na kusanidi kwa kutumia zana kama vile Make au
CMake. Unaweza pia kuchapisha mfumo wako wa uendeshaji kama mradi wa GitHub ili wengine
waweze kuuliza masuala na kuchangia.
Kumbuka kwamba kuandika mfumo wa uendeshaji kutoka mwanzo ni mchakato mgumu na yenye
changamoto sana, na inaweza kuchukua muda mrefu na juhudi kukamilisha. Ninapendekeza kuanza
na kozi maalum au kitabu cha mafunzo ili kupata ufahamu wa msingi wa jinsi mifumo ya uendeshaji
inavyofanya kazi, na kisha uanze na hatua iliyo hapo juu.

(Writing an operating system from scratch is a very difficult and challenging task, and it depends on 
your programming experience and technical understanding. If you don't have any programming or 
technical experience, I recommend starting with a specialized course or textbook to get a basic 
understanding of how operating systems work. 
If you decide to continue with this project, here are the steps to start: 
1. Choose a programming language: Operating systems can be written in many different programming 
languages, including C, C++, Rust, and more. Choose the language that works best for you and that 
has a thriving community and many online resources.
2. Learn the basics of AMD64: Before starting to write an operating system, it is important to 
understand how the AMD64 system works. This will include understanding database structure, variable 
operating system, and input and output processes.
… (some content is skipped.)
9. Build and publish your operating system: Once you've finalized your operating system, you can
make it easy to use and configure using tools like Make or CMake. You can also publish your operating
system as a GitHub project so that others can ask for issues and contribution.
Remember that writing an operating system from scratch is a very difficult and challenging process,
and it can take a long time and effort to complete. I recommend starting with a special course or
textbook to get a basic understanding of how operating systems work, and then start with the above
step.)

Figure 17: The example of responses in Swahili given the instruction from the code generation category.
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